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Additionally, Pew has produced individual fact sheets to supplement its �scal sustainability matrix. The data points in these fact sheets include  
historical outcomes from policy choices, measures of cash �ow that determine long-term solvency, and indicators of risk and uncertainty. A subset  
of the indicators from the matrix and Pew’s research is presented here. 

Why do the metrics above matter, and what do they mean?
 • Historical actuarial metrics are the foundation of any �scal assessment and show how past policies contributed to plans’ current �nancial 
position, but they provide little information with which to assess future investment or contribution risks. The latest reported funded ratio—
the share of pension liabilities that are matched by assets—and the change in funded ratio from 2008 to 2021 are representative of  
this category.

 • Current �nancial metrics, based on historical cash �ows and funding patterns, provide information necessary to assess whether a plan is 
adhering to funding policies that target debt reduction and whether a plan faces potential insolvency or other forms of �nancial distress 
from current policies. The operating cash �ow ratio o�ers an early warning sign of insolvency risk for states where the amount by which 
bene�t payments exceed contributions is more than 5% of pension assets. No state’s cash �ow ratio exceeded that threshold in 2021. 
Net amortization measures whether contributions are su�cient to keep pension debt from growing; 29 states reported positive or stable 
amortization, while the remaining 21 could expect an expanding funding gap based on their policies.

 • Budgetary risk metrics provide essential information that policymakers need when planning for uncertainty or volatile costs and can 
prompt reforms to ensure that pension costs do not crowd out other important public investments. The use of stress testing indicates 
whether a state follows practices that would allow the measurement of investment and other risk, while historical contribution volatility—
the gap between the highest and lowest employer contribution rates over a period of time—shows how much pension risk and uncertainty 
have added stress to the budget situation facing each state.

 • This fact sheet also includes the 2021 employer contribution as a percentage of payroll to show the relative impact on public payrolls and 
public budgets of pension costs in each state.

To learn more about other states’ pension situations and developments in state retirement policy, please explore pewtrusts.org/pensions.
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The Pew Charitable Trusts is driven by the power of knowledge to solve today’s most challenging problems. Pew applies a rigorous, analytical approach 
to improve public policy, inform the public, and invigorate civic life. 


